Abstract. It has long been accepted that the foundations of Grothendieck duality are complicated. This has changed recently.
1. background 1.1. Reminder: formally inverting morphisms. Let C be a category, and let S ⊂ Mor(C) be some collection of morphisms. It is a theorem of Gabriel and Zisman [17] that one may form a functor F : C −→ S −1 C so that (i) The functor F takes every element of S to an isomorphism.
(ii) If H : C −→ B is a functor, taking every element of S to an isomorphism, then there exists a unique functor G : S −1 C −→ B rendering commutative the triangle
We call this construction formally inverting the morphisms in S.
Remark 1.1.1. On objects the functor F is the identity: the objects of S −1 C are identical to those of C. But the morphisms in S −1 C are complicated. Clearly any morphism of C must have an image in S −1 C, but S −1 C must also contain inverses of the images of morphisms in S. And then we must be able to compose any finite string of these.
The morphisms of S −1 C are in fact equivalence classes of such finite strings. The problem becomes to figure out when two such strings are equivalent, that is which strings must have the same composite in S −1 C. This is usually called the calculus of fractions of S −1 C. And without an understanding of this calculus of fractions the category S −1 C is unwieldy.
The category S −1 C can be dreadful in general, for example: it may happen that C has small Hom-sets but S −1 C doesn't. Construction 1.2.4. As above, suppose we are given an additive functor F : A −→ B. The remedy is to pass to "derived functors". The idea is as follows:
(i) Find a condition C on the objects of D(A), so that if a cochain map A * −→ B * between objects in D C (A) is a cohomology isomorphism then so is F A * −→ F B * . (ii) Prove that the natural functor I : D C (A) −→ D(A) is an equivalence of categories.
Once we achieve (i) and (ii) above, we declare the derived functor of F to be the composite / / D(S-Mod) Remark 1.2.6. If A is an abelian category, the category C(A) has the same objects as D(A) but the only morphisms of C(A) are the genuine cochain maps. Inverses of cohomology isomorphisms are not allowed.
D(A)
Generalizing the discussion above, we will allow ourselves to derive additive functors C(A) −→ C(B). For example: if A * is an object of C(S-Mod) there are standard functors / / D(S-Mod) Remark 1.2.7. The R and L are to remind us that the functors are derived, either left-derived or right-derived. In the presentation above there was no difference. The distinction comes about as follows: suppose we are given an abelian category A and some condition C on its cochain complexes. We are interested in situations where the natural functor I : D C (A) −→ D(A) is an equivalence. This means there must be a quasi-inverse-until now we've cavalierly written I −1 , but more precisely we have a functor J : D(A) −→ D C (A) and natural isomorphisms IJ −→ id and JI −→ id. Let's assume we choose J so that JI = id; we still expect a non-trivial natural transformation IJ −→ id. For every object A ∈ D(A) we must be given, in D(A), an isomorphism IJA −→ A.
Of course the calculus of fractions in D(A) is complicated, we cannot reasonably expect this isomorphism to be represented by a cochain map. But suppose it is. If the cochain map goes in the direction IJA −→ A we call a derived functor which uses I "left-derived", if the direction is A −→ IJA then the functor is "right-derived".
1.3.
Conventions. Unless otherwise stated all rings are assumed commutative and noetherian, all schemes are assumed noetherian, and all morphisms of schemes are assumed of finite type. Since we will often deal with the derived category D(R-Mod) we abbreviate it to D(R). If X is a scheme we will use D qc (X) as a shorthand for the category D qc (O X -Mod). That is: the objects are cochain complexes of sheaves of O X -modules, and the condition we impose is that the cohomology sheaves are quasicoherent.
Statements of the main results
2.1. Generalities. We begin by setting up the framework.
Reminder 2.1.1. Suppose f : X −→ Y is a morphism of schemes. There are three induced functors 1 on the derived categories
where each functor is left adjoint to the one to its right; in category theoretic notation we write Lf * ⊣ Rf * ⊣ f × . We remind the reader what these functors do.
(i) The functor Lf * is the left-derived pullback functor. We compute it as in Construction 1. 1 Algebraic geometers might find the symbol f × unfamiliar; the pre-2009 literature on Grothendieck duality talks almost exclusively about another functor f ! . The functors f × and f ! agree when f is proper, but not in general. There is a discussion of f ! and its relation with f × in Reminder 5.1.2, and a brief summary of the history in Remark 5.1.4. Until we reach that point, in this paper we will work exxclusively with f × .
pull back to obtain the complex f −1 I −1 (C) on X, and finally form on X the tensor product
(ii) The functor Rf * is the right-derived pushforward functor. Once again we compute it as in Construction 1.2.4: this time let D qc,K-Inj (X) be the derived category of complexes of O X -modules, which are K-injective and have quasicoherent cohomology, and let I : D qc,K-Inj (X) −→ D qc (X) be the natural map. This functor I also happens to be an equivalence. To evaluate Rf * on an object D ∈ D qc (X) you first form I −1 (D) ∈ D qc,K-Inj (X), and then push forward to obtain the complex Rf * D = f * I −1 (D) on Y . (iii) The functor f × is the mysterious one. Grothendieck duality is about understanding its properties. / / Hom(Rf * f × B, B)
which sends id : f × B −→ f × B to the map ε : Rf * f × B −→ B, the counit of adjunction. Consider
It is classical that the naturality forces the composite to agree with ϕ(A, B). Summarizing:
Conclusion 2.1.3. If we could compute, for every B ∈ D qc (Y ), the object f × B and the morphism ε : Rf * f × B −→ B, then we'd feel we understand the adjunction pretty well. After all the map ϕ(A, B) : Hom(A, f × B) −→ Hom(Rf * A, B) would be explicit: given an element α ∈ Hom(A, f × B), that is a morphism α : A −→ f × B, then the map ϕ(A, B) would send α to the composite Rf * A
which is an element ε • Rf * α ∈ Hom(Rf * A, B). OK: it wouldn't be so clear how to go back, but classically people have been happy with understanding just this direction.
We will soon specialize to the case where f is smooth and proper, but the next result holds more generally and we state it in a strong form. Theorem 2.1.4. Assume f : X −→ Y is a finite-type morphism of noetherian schemes. If B ∈ D qc (Y ) and C ∈ D qc (X) then there is a canonical natural isomorphism p B,C :
Furthermore: the map χ is an isomorphism if and only if f is proper and of finite Tordimension.
The non-expert should view finite Tor-dimension as a technical condition that will be satisfied by all the f 's we will consider. We will discuss properness in Remark 2.2.2.
Remark 2.1.5. Suppose f is proper and of finite Tor-dimension. Then we have an iso
Moreover the map ε : Rf * f × B −→ B agrees, up to the isomorphisms in the pentagon above, with the map (id
Thus the import of Theorem 2.1.4 is that, as long as f is proper and of finite Tor-dimension, it suffices to compute f × O Y and the counit of adjunction ε :
Reminder 2.1.6. The next reduction comes from the observation that the category D qc (X) has many endofunctors. There are many diagrams
That is: there are many choices of functors Γ W : D qc (X) −→ D qc (X), which come together with natural transformations c W : Γ W −→ id. The ones we have in mind are the Bousfield colocalizations. They come about as follows.
For every point p ∈ X let i p : p −→ X be the inclusion, which we view as a morphism of schemes i p : Spec k(p) −→ X. Suppose we are given a set of points W ⊂ X. The full subcategory D qc,W (X) ⊂ D qc (X) will be the subcategory of all objects supported on W , we recall that this means 
If W isn't specialization-closed this may fail, and the bottom line is that we feel infinitely more comfortable working with tools that lend themselves to local computations.
Given a c W : Γ W −→ id as in Reminder 2.1.6, we can form the next gadget:
Definition 2.1.8. We define ρ W to be the composite (ii) From the computation of ρ W we learn a lot about ε :
Of course we could make a dumb choice of c W : Γ W −→ id. For example: if we let c W : Γ W −→ id be the identity map id −→ id, then ρ W = ε, we don't lose any information in passing from ε to ρ W , but we also haven't simplified the computation. Or if we choose Γ W = 0 then the computation of ρ W becomes trivial, but worthless. The important thing is to choose c W : Γ W −→ id wisely.
2.2.
If f is smooth and proper. In the most classical case of the theory we have the following results:
Theorem 2.2.1. Assume f : X −→ Y is smooth and proper, of relative dimension n. Then there is a canonical isomorphism θ :
Remark 2.2.2. We should explain the theorem, starting with the hypotheses: if the non-expert tried to guess what it means for f to be smooth and proper, chances are she was right about proper but wrong about smooth. Let us elaborate. It is customary to consider the following two conditions, which a continuous map f : X −→ Y of topological spaces can satisfy:
(ii) The map f is universally closed. This means that, if f ′ :
In the category of locally compact Hausdorff spaces the two are equivalent, and a map satisfying these equivalent conditions is what's normally called proper. As it happens the topological spaces that come up in algebraic geometry are rarely Hausdorff, and in the category of schemes (i) and (ii) aren't equivalent. It turns out that the right way to define proper maps of schemes is to use (ii), this yields the theory one would intuitively expect. But when it comes to smoothness algebraic geometers chose to be contrary. In differential geometry-and hence also in related topics like PDE-a smooth map of manifolds is defined to be a C ∞ map. With this definition alegbraic geometers never consider any map that's remotely non-smooth.
Even though the term "smooth map" was already in use in a well-established, clearly delineated context, algebraic geometers decided to steal the word and give it a different meaning. In this survey we follow the conventions of algebraic geometry: what we label a "smooth map" is what everyone else would dub a "submersion". In algebraic geometry, a morphism f : X −→ Y of manifolds is smooth if, at every point p ∈ X, the derivative is a surjection t p : T p −→ T f (p) . Here T p is the tangent space at p and T f (p) is the tangent space at f (p). The smooth map f has relative dimension n if the kernel of the linear map t p :
Assume f is a smooth map of relative dimension n in the sense above, and let Ω X , Ω Y be the cotangent bundles of X, Y respectively. The pullback f * Ω Y is naturally a subbundle of Ω X , and the relative cotangent bundle is by definition the quotient 
we noted that it might prove expedient to take advantage of some Bousfield colocalization c W : Γ W −→ id. The traditional choice, which happens to be well-suited for the current computation, is to take c W : Γ W −→ id to be the Bousfield colocalization of Reminder 2.1.6, where the set of points W ⊂ X is the union of the irreducible closed subsets Z ⊂ X such that the composite map Z −→ X −→ Y is generically finite.
It should be noted that our Γ W has been extensively studied and is very computable, the subject dealing with functors of this genre is called local cohomology. Most of what's written about Γ W is in the commutative algebra literature.
Before the theorem it might help to illustrate the abstraction in a simple case.
Example 2.2.4. Suppose Y = Spec(k) where k is field. Then X is smooth over the field k and n-dimensional. Take a minimal injective resolution for
where I −n is the injective envelope of Ω n X/Y , next I −n+1 is the injective envelope of I −n /Ω n X/Y , and so on. 2 Note that X is regular and n-dimensional, hence the injective dimension of Ω n X/Y is ≤ n. The minimal injective resolution must stop no later than I 0 . The W of Remark 2.2.3 is the set of all closed points in X. The corresponding Bousfield colocalization c W : −→ I * , unique up to homotopy, so that αβ and βα are homotopic to the identity. What is special here, because we are dealing with minimal injective resolutions of a line bundle Ω n X/Y on a regular scheme X, is that any homotopy must vanish. Hence the minimal injective resolution I * is unique up to canonical isomorphism, as is
descriptions. For example there is a description in terms of local cohomology: it turns out that the
above is isomorphic to
is the direct sum, over all closed points p ∈ X, of the n th local cohomology of the sheaf Ω n X/Y at p. The standard computation of local cohomology, viaCech complexes, tells us that f * I 0 may be written as the quotient of J, where J is the direct sum, over all closed points p ∈ X, of the vector space of meromorphic differential forms at p. A meromorphic form at p is the following list of data:
(i) The closed point p ∈ X. For parts (ii) and (iii) below we write O X,p for the stalk at p of the structure sheaf
In Example 2.2.4 we simplified our life by assuming Y = Spec(k) with k a field. The general case is slightly more cumbersome to describe but similar. And now for the main result. But now assume further that k = k is an algebraically closed field. Then the residue of a meromorphic differential form is the obvious. In the expression
we may expand f ∈ O X,p into a Taylor series, which we view as an element of the completion O X,p of the ring O X,p . This gives an expansion of the entire meromorphic form into a Laurent series
where the coefficients a k 1 ,k 2 ,...,kn belong to the field k. The map ρ W takes the meromorphic form to a 1,1,...,1 , that is to the coefficient of
in the Laurent series.
Remark 2.2.7. The discussion of Example 2.2.6 should explain why we made the simplifying assumption that Y = Spec(k) with k algebraically closed. We run into subtleties already when Y = Spec(k) but we drop the hypothesis that k = k. In this case the closed point p will not in general be k-rational, and we would not expect an element f ∈ O X,p ⊂ O X,p to have a Taylor expansion with coefficients in k, in the generators {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } of the maximal ideal. The definition of the residue of a meromorphic form becomes subtler.
2.3. Application: Serre duality. Serre's classical duality theorem is a special case; let us recall precisely how. But first a reminder: back in Remark 1.2.1 we disclosed that the non-expert will be asked to accept, on faith, all computations of Hom-sets in derived categories-for example the ones she's about to witness. Continue to assume that k is a field and f : X −→ Y = Spec(k) is smooth and proper, of relative dimension n. Let V be a vector bundle on X. Then the adjunction Rf * ⊣ f × tells us that, in the commutative square below, the map ϕ is an isomorphism
The bottom row simplifies to 
and all we do is evaluate this composite at the element α :
Remark 2.3.1. We can view Grothendieck duality as being Serre duality on steroids. Grothendieck duality, being macho, doesn't restrict the scheme Y to be the one-point space, doesn't assume the map f to be smooth, and doesn't confine itself to only dealing with vector bundles.
The proofs
Modulo technicalities, the theorems of Section 2 are all contained in Hartshorne [19] . More precisely: the theorems in Hartshorne [19] aren't quite as clean or general, Section 2 is comprised of several technical improvements on those original assertions. However: with one inessential exception-which we will mention at the very end of Sketch 3.1.1-all the improvements had been obtained by the mid-1990s. In other words: none of the results in Section 2 is younger than two decades.
What is new is that we can now prove every one of these statements simply and directly, sidestepping the customary circuitous routes and long detours, and bypassing all of the traditional stopovers on distant planets. We will next discuss where the reader can find these simple, formal proofs. This naturally divides into two parts.
3.1. Simple proofs that have been around for decades. Let us begin with Reminder 2.1.1: we gave an explicit construction of the functors Lf * and Rf * , and asserted the existence of a functor f × right adjoint to Rf * . The first short and formal proof of the existence of f × may be found in Deligne's appendix [16] to Hartshorne's book [19] . In that proof the schemes are assumed noetherian and the derived categories are of bounded below complexes. The reader may find more general theorems in Balmer, Dell'Ambrogio and Sanders [9] and in [45, 42] , with the strongest theorem to date covering the case where f is any concentrated morphism of quasicompact, quasiseparated algebraic stacks. The modern proofs work by showing that Rf * respects coproducts and applying Brown representability. Now we turn to Theorem 2.1.4, and for the reader's convenience we recall the statement
such that the following pentagon commutes
The modern proof may be found in [45] , and the reader might also wish to look at [9] for a generalization of Theorem 2.1.4 proved by the same techniques. To emphasize the formal nature of the argument we give an outline.
Sketch 3.1.1. The functor Lf * is strong monoidal-it respects the tensor product, there is a natural isomorphism
. If we put B = Rf * B ′ this gives the first map in the composite
where ε ′ : Lf * Rf * −→ id is the counit of the adjunction Lf * ⊣ Rf * . Adjunction, applied to the highlighted composite above, gives a corresponding map
The map p is an isomorphism, the so-called classical "projection formula". But since we are into seeing what part of the theory is formal, let us indicate the modern proof that p is an isomorphism. If A is a perfect complex then it is "strongly dualizing" 3 -in particular there exists a dual complex A ∨ and a canonical isomorphism A⊗ L (−) ∼ = RHom(A ∨ , −). The following string of isomorphisms
holds for every C and is a formal consequence of the definition of strongly dualizable objects. Yoneda gives that the isomorphism of Hom-sets must come from an isomorphism
and it is an exercise in the definitions to check that this isomorphism is induced by the map p A,B ′ . In other words: the map p A,B ′ induces an isomorphism as long as A is strongly dualizing-in the category D qc (Y ) this means as long as A is a perfect complex. Thus the category of all A's for which the map p A,B ′ induces an isomorphism, for every B ′ , contains the perfect complexes and is closed under suspensions, triangles and coproducts. The closure under triangles and coproducts is because the functors Lf * and 3 Recall that an object A in a monoidal category is strongly dualizing if there exists a dual object
∨ are both the identity. For the monoidal category Dqc(X) the strongly dualizing objects are the perfect complexes.
Rf * both respect triangles and coproducts. But then [45, Lemma 3.2] tells us that every object A ∈ D qc (Y ) belongs-the map p A,B ′ is an isomorphism for all pairs A, B ′ .
Once we know that the map p is an isomorphism we can repeat the idea. Put B ′ = f × B ′′ , and then p −1 A,f × B ′′ gives the first map in the composite
In this composite ε : Rf * f × B ′′ −→ B ′′ is the counit of the adjunction Rf * ⊣ f × . Adjunction tells us that the composite corresponds to a map χ(A, B ′′ ) : It remains to discuss when the map χ is an isomorphism. One can easily write down a string of isomorphisms, much like those we used above to study p A,B ′ , which combine to show that the map χ A is an isomorphism as long as A is a perfect complex; see [45, top of page 228]. Consider the category of all A's so that the map χ A is an isomorphism-it contains the perfect complexes, is closed under suspensions and triangles, and also closed under coproducts if f × respects coproducts. Thus, as long as f × respects coproducts, the map χ A is an isomorphism for every A. In fact the condition that f × respects coproducts is necessary and sufficient for the map χ to be an isomorphism.
By [45, Lemma 5 .1] the functor f × respects coproducts if and only if Rf * takes perfect complexes to perfect complexes. It is an old theorem of Illusie [26, Exposé III, Corollaire 4.3.1(a)] that if f is proper and of finite Tor-dimension then Rf * respects perfect complexes. The converse [which we don't use in this article], that is the theorem that if Rf * respects perfect complexes then f must be proper and of finite Tor-dimension, is much more recent. It may be found in [34] . This concludes our discussion of Theorem 2.1.4. Before proceeding to the remaining two theorems we recall a couple of base-change maps. 
we have a natural isomorphism τ : Lf * Lv * −→ Lu * Lg * . We deduce a composite 
If the base-change map Rf * Lu * β ←− Lv * Rg * is an isomophism, for example if we are in the situation of 3.1.2.1, we may form the composite
And the relevant theorem tells us
is an isomorphism if, in addition to the hypotheses of 3.1.2.1 already made to define Φ(♦), we assume that g is proper and one of the following holds:
; that is we only evaluate the map on bounded-below complexes.
Remark 3.1.4. The assertion 3.1.2.1 goes all the way back to Grothendieck in the 1950s; it's an easy consequence of the fact that one can compute Rf * usingCech complexes.
There is a (complicated) proof of 3.1.3.1(ii) in Hartshorne [19] , towards the end of the book. The first short and formal proof of 3.1.3.1(ii) is due to Verdier [63] . Over the years there have been technical improvements, and the strong version stated in 3.1.3.1(i) is recent. The reader is referred to [42, Lemma 5.20] for the proof.
For the applications in this article we do not need such refined forms of 3.1.3.1. Verdier's old theorem suffices.
It's time to move on to the remaining business: the proofs of Theorems 2.2.1 and 2.2.5. Both theorems are assertions involving a certain natural map θ; the first step is to construct this θ. We're about to do this to show that it can be done formally, using nothing more than the base-change map of Construction 3.1.3, the counit of some adjunction, and the Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg Theorem. The reader willing to skip the construction should proceed directly to Remark 3.1.8. 
Since f is both flat and proper the hypotheses of 3.1.3.1 are satisfied, and the map Φ(♦) is an isomorphism. We have the following composites, with the first two defining the maps α and γ that go into producing the third
The equalities are because
Since the map Φ(♦) is an isomorphism the first row composes to an isomorphism, allowing us to form the third row. Evaluating the third row above at the object O Y ∈ D qc (Y ) we obtain the second and third maps in the composite below defining ζ
The object Lδ * Rδ * O X is something we know and love-it is the derived category version of the tensor product of O X with itself over O X× Y X . Formal nonsense tells us that Lδ * Rδ * O X is a commutative monoid in the monoidal category D qc (X), hence its sheaf cohomology H * (Lδ * Rδ * O X ) is a graded commutative ring. There is an obvious ring homomorphism
. So far we have only assumed f flat and proper. Now assume X is smooth and proper, of relative dimension n. The HochschildKostant-Rosenberg Theorem [21] (see also Lipman [30, Proposition 4.6.3]) tells us that the homomorphism of graded rings of the paragraph above is an isomorphism. In particular we deduce (i) The cohomology sheaves H i (Lδ * Rδ * O X ) vanish for i < −n.
(ii) We have constructed a natural map
Formal nonsense, about t-structures in triangulated categories, tells us that the map of cohomology sheaves
And the map θ of Theorem 2.2.1 is defined to be the composite
The precise version of Theorem 2.2.1 now says:
Theorem 3.1.6. If f is smooth and proper then the map θ of Construction 3.1.5 is an isomorphism.
Remark 3.1.7. In passing we mentioned that the Verdier version of 3.1.3.1 is sufficient for this paper-the reason is that in the proof we will only evaluate the base-change maps Φ(♦) on the objects like O Y or π × O X , which are bounded below. These are the only objects that come up in the definition of the map θ of Construction 3.1.5. Lipman lectured about the formal nonsense approach to the map θ, presented in Construction 3. The map θ has older avatars, for example in Verdier [63] -although the fact that Lipman's and Verdier's maps coincide was proved only recently, see [35] .
Remark 3.1.8. So far we have set up all the players entirely in formal nonsense fashion, and the historical asides along the way tell the reader that this much was known by the mid-1990s. Until now we haven't met anything younger than two decades.
It remains to discuss the proofs of Theorems 2.2.1 and 2.2.5, and this is where there has been major progress in the last few years. We open a new section for this.
3.2. The simple proofs discovered recently. Now that we have defined the maps occurring in Theorems 2.2.1 and 2.2.5, it remains to prove the claims of the theoremswe need to show that the maps do as the theorems assert they do. This should be a local problem, but for the longest time no one understood how to do this local computation simply and elegantly. Recall the first paragraph of the Introduction: there are two avenues to the foundations of the subject, and in this article we've been following the one pioneered by Deligne and Verdier. The objection to this approach has long been that it leads to a theory where you can't compute anything. We've now reached the stage where a computation is in order-it should hardly come as a surprise that, until very recently, this was the point where the trail we have been taking seemed blocked and impenetrable.
We should probably explain, and for the purpose of clarity let us narrow our attention to just Theorem 2.2.1. Theorem 2.2.5 is similar but a touch more technical.
Remark 3.2.1. Since we will say almost nothing about the proofs of Theorem 2.2.5, old or new, we should in passing acknowledge its long history and give references. The theorem was first sketched in Hartshorne [19, pp. 398-400] . The case of varieties over a perfect field was completely worked out in Lipman [29] . Lipman's main results were generalized in Hübl and Sastry [25] ; see their Residue Theorem (iii) on p. 752 and its generalization (iii) on p. 785.
The results cited in the paragraph above all came with complicated proofs. The existence of a simple proof is a recent surprise, none of the experts-the dozen of usexpected such a thing, it is part of the exciting developments of the last few years. The reader can find the simple proof in [47, Section 2], and we will say a tiny bit more about this proof in §4.1. 
Reminder 3.2.4. We are given a morphism f : X −→ Y , which we assume smooth and proper. We wish to show that the map
of Construction 3.1.5 is an isomorphism, and the plan is to do this by studying it locally. 
It clearly suffices to show that, for every v : V −→ Y as above, the map Lu * θ is an isomorphism. Our reduction is about simplifying Lu * θ.
Let us pass from the square (♣) to the square of derived categories 
Next we apply Lemma 3.2.3 to the square (♣) in (i), obtaining (iii) We have an isomorphism
We are trying to show that the map
is an isomorphism, and we have already agreed in (i) that it suffices to check that Lu * θ is an isomorphism. By (ii) and (iii) above Lu * θ rewrites as some map
and it is an exercise in the definitions to check that this map is nothing other than the θ corresponding to g : U −→ V . In other words we are reduced to proving Theorem 2.2.1 in the case where Y is affine.
Reduction 3.2.6. Reduction 3.2.5 tells us that it suffices to prove Theorem 2.2.1 for smooth, proper morphisms f : X −→ Y with Y affine. If we follow the usual yoga, the next step should be to reduce to the case where X is also affine. We want to prove that the map θ of Construction 3.1.5 an isomorphism, and it certainly suffices to show that Lu * θ is an isomorphism for every open immersion u : U −→ X with U affine. Choose therefore an open immersion u : U −→ X, and we would like to express Lu * θ in some form that renders it easily computable. Now θ is a map
and we are embarking on a study of Lu * θ, which is a morphism
. To this end we study the commutative square of schemes
Applying Lemma 3.2.3 produces an isomorphism
In the usual jargon, our reduction so far tells us that the "object Ω n X/Y [n] is local in X". 
from which we obtain a diagram of derived categories
We would like to simplify the expression Lu * f × , and in the diagram above we have an obviously commutative subdiagram
The squares (♦) and (♥) in the commutative diagram of schemes satisfy the hypotheses of 3.1.3.1, and up to the isomorphisms induced by Φ(♦) and Φ(♥) the following subdiagram must also commute
Up until now everything is entirely classical. Of course there is nothing to stop us from looking at the base-change map of the square (♣) in the large diagram of schemes at the beginning of this Reduction. The square is cartesian, the horizontal map (u × id) is flat, and Construction 3.1.3 provides us with a morphism Φ(♣) :
It might seem idiotic 4 to study Φ(♣), after all the hypotheses of 3.1.3.1 don't hold, the vertical map on the right decidedly isn't proper. And just in case the reader was wondering: it's not just that the hypotheses of 3.1.3.1 aren't satisfied-neither is the conclusion, the map Φ(♣) is known not to be an isomorphism in general.
The recent insight says 3.2.8.1. Consider the following extract from our large diagram of derived categories
Then the composites from bottom right to top left agree, more precisely the map Lδ * Φ(♣) With the aid of the isomorphism of 3.2.8.1 we deduce that, up to all the isomorphisms above, the diagram
also commutes. This simplifies to
and the punchline is that we have found an isomorphism of the functor Lu * f × with the composite Lδ * π × 2 L(f u) * , and in that composite all the schemes are affine. 
is the forgetful functor-it takes an object of D(S), that is a cochain complex of S-modules, to itself viewed as a complex of R-modules. As f * is exact there is no need to derive it, we have Rf * = f * . With the notation as in Example 1.2.5 the functor Lf * , being the left adjoint of f * , is given by the formula Lf * (−) = S ⊗ L R (−), while f × , being the right adjoint of f * , is the functor f × (−) = RHom R (S, −). And the units and counits of the adjunctions are all explicit.
Computation 3.2.11. In view of Reminder 3.2.10, achieving Remark 3.2.9(i) has to be straightforward-it's just a matter of untangling the definitions and then doing a computation. We are given affine schemes U and Y , hence we may write Y = Spec(R) and U = Spec(S). The morphism of schemes f u : U −→ Y corresponds to a ring homomorphism σ : R −→ S, and we have an isomorphism U × Y U = Spec(S e ) with S e = S ⊗ R S. Reductions 3.2.6 and 3.2.8 produce isomophisms in the category D qc (U )
Using the descriptions on the right-hand-side, one checks that the equivalence D qc (U ) ∼ = D(S) takes these objects, respectively, to Tor S e n (S, S)[n] and S ⊗ L S e RHom R (S, S). And the map Lu * θ is nothing other than the composite
/ / S ⊗ L S e RHom R (S, S) where I : S −→ RHom R (S, S) is the obvious inclusion. It remains to show that, for S smooth over R of relative dimension n, the composite above is an isomorphism. The reader can find the computation in [47, Section 1]. Sketch 3.2.12. It remains to deliver on the promise of Remark 3.2.9(ii), we should say something about the proof of 3.2.8.1. The argument below is reasonably detailed-it may safely be skipped, the reader should feel free to proceed directly to Section 4.
We remind the reader: we consider the diagram
and the assertion is that the functor Lδ * takes the base-change map Φ(♣) :
To simplify the notation we will write v = (u × id) for the map (u × id) :
Now the diagonal map δ : U −→ U × Y U is a closed immersion, hence the map Rδ * = δ * is conservative-it suffices to prove that Rδ * Lδ * takes Φ(♣) to an isomorphism. But we have isomorphisms
where the second is the isomorphism p −1 of the projection formula, see Sketch 3.1.1. Consider therefore the two full subcategories of
Li * s = 0 for all i : Spec(K) −→ X − ∆ where K is a field and where
The object Rδ * O U clearly belongs to D qc,∆ (U × Y U ), and we wish to show that it belongs to S. It certainly suffices to prove that D qc,∆ (U × Y U ) is contained in S.
But both S and D qc,∆ (U × Y U ) are localizing tensor ideals, and [44, Corollary 3.4] tells us that, as a localizing tensor ideal, D qc,∆ (U × Y U ) is generated by the perfect complexes inside it 5 . It suffices to show that the perfect complexes in D qc,∆ (U × Y U ) all belong to S. In other words: it suffices to prove that, for every perfect complex P supported on the diagonal, the functor (−) ⊗ L P takes Φ(♣) to an isomorphism.
The morphism v :
is an open immersion, hence the counit of adjunction ε : Lv * Rv * −→ id is an isomorphism. Consequently Rv * is fully faithful, 5 Note that U × Y U is affine, so for us the old version in [44] suffices. We should mention that [44] builds on earlier papers by Hopkins [22] and Thomason and Trobaugh [60] . The reader can find later improvements in: the union of Thomason [59, Lemma 3.4] and Alonso, Jeremías and Souto [5, Corollary 4.11 and Theorem 4.12] generalize the result to all noetherian schemes, while Balmer and Favi [10] give a formal generalization to the world of tensor triangulated categories.
and we have an isomorphism Lv * Rv * P ∼ = P . It therefore suffices to show that, for every perfect complex P ∈ D qc (U × Y U ) supported on the diagonal, the functor
takes Φ(♣) to an isomorphism, or to put it differently the functor (−) ⊗ L Rv * P takes Rv * Φ(♣) to an isomorphism. Now let P ∈ D qc (U × Y U ) be a perfect complex supported on the diagonal and let Γ ⊂ X × Y U be the graph of the map u : U −→ X. The following is a cartesian square of open immersions
.1 we have the first isomorphism below
where the second isomorphism is because P is supported on ∆ and hence Lα * P = 0. Thus both Lγ * Rv * P = 0 and Lv * Rv * P ∼ = P are perfect complexes, and as U × Y U and
is a perfect complex supported on the diagonal then Rv * P is a perfect complex on X × Y U , supported on the graph Γ ⊂ X × Y U of the map u : U −→ X.
The reader can amuse herself by proving
(ii) The map Φ(♣) : v × −→ Lv * is taken by Rv * to the composite
where ε : Rv * v × −→ id is the counit of the adjunction Rv * ⊣ v × , while η : id −→ Rv * Lv * is the unit of the adjunction Lv * ⊣ Rv * . Let Q ∈ D qc (X × Y U ) be a perfect complex supported on Γ. Then its dual Q ∨ is also a perfect complex supported on Γ, and we have (−) ⊗ L Q ∼ = RHom(Q ∨ , −). From (i) and (ii) above it suffices to prove (iii) For all perfect complexes Q ∈ D qc (X × Y U ) supported on Γ, the functor (−) ⊗ L Q takes the map η of (ii) to an isomorphism. (iv) For all perfect complexes Q ∈ D qc (X× Y U ) supported on Γ, the functor RHom(Q, −) takes the map ε of (ii) to an isomorphism.
To establish (iv) it suffices, by [45, Lemma 3.2] , to show that for all pairs of perfect complexes C, Q ∈ D qc (X × Y U ), with Q supported on Γ, the functor Hom(C, −) takes RHom(Q, ε) to an isomorphism. Now observe the isomorphism of functors
As C and Q are both perfect and Q is supported on Γ, the complex C ⊗ L Q is perfect and is supported on Γ. Hence (iv) would follow from (v) For all perfect complexes Q ∈ D qc (X × Y U ) supported on Γ, the functor Hom(Q, −) takes the map ε of (ii) to an isomorphism.
Let Q ∈ D qc (X × Y U ) be a perfect complex supported on Γ. Then Lv * Q is a perfect complex supported on ∆. The map η : Q −→ Rv * Lv * Q is an isomorphism on the open set U × Y U ⊂ X × Y U , and is an isomorphism on (X × Y U ) − Γ because both Q and [by (i)] Rv * Lv * Q vanish outside Γ. Since the open sets U × Y U and (X × Y U ) − Γ cover X × Y U it follows that η : Q −→ Rv * Lv * Q is an isomorphism. Putting A = Lv * Q we deduce that (iii) and (v) would follow from
, the functor Hom(Rv * A , −) takes ε to an isomorphism.
To see (vi) observe the isomorphism of the projection formula
Since the functor Lv * takes η to an ismorphism so does the right-hand-side above, and hence also the left-hand-side. To see (vii) observe the commutative square
Hom(−, ?) Hom(−, ?)
We wish to show that the vertical map on the right is an isomorphism when evaluated at (−) = Rv * A, and the vertical map on the left makes it clear, after all ηRv * : Rv * −→ Rv * Lv * Rv * is an isomorphism.
Why did it take so long?
In some sense the ingredients of the proof were available already in the 1960s, but back then no one thought of applying the tools of homotopy theory-for example Brown representability-to problems in algebraic geometry. The methods employed in the classical proofs are fundamentally unsuited for the approach presented here. To mention just one facet: in the argument given here we relied heavily on the full power of the derived tensor product. The pre-1990 literature on Grothendieck duality all worked in the bounded-below derived category, where the derived tensor product exists only under strong restrictions and is next to useless.
That said, with the exception of 3.2.8.1 the ingredients of the argument were all available by the mid-1990s. And in Sketch 3.2.12 the reader learned that the proof of 3.2.8.1 could also have been given two decades ago. So why did we fail to see this?
4.1. The strangeness of the argument. The reader should appreciate the bizarreness of looking at the base-change map in 3.2.8.1. It might help to elaborate a little by sketching a related and slightly easier computation. Sketch 4.1.1. Let k be a field, let f : X −→ Y be the projection f : P n k −→ Spec(k), and let u : U −→ X be the open immersion A n k −→ P n k . In Caution 3.2.7 we warned the reader that the functor u × f × is very different from Lu * f × . Let us work out just how different by evaluating on O Y . Theorem 2.2.1 gives an isomorphism θ : 
affine schemes, and in Reminder 3.2.10 we noted that the computation of (f u) × can be carried over to (f u) × : D(R) −→ D(S) and is given explicitly by the formula (f u) × (−) = RHom R (S, −). In our case R is the field k, S = k[x 1 , . . . , x n ] is the polynomial ring, and (f u) × O Y computes to be RHom k (S, k) = Hom k (S, k), which is a gigantic injective S-module placed in degree zero. The reader can check [46] to see just how gargatuan this injective module is, it depends on the cardinality of k. Now consider the cartesian square
The bottom horizontal map is flat, so there is a base-change map Φ : L(id) * u × −→ id × Lu * ; more simply we can write it as Φ : u × −→ Lu * . Since Φ is a natural tran-
Doesn't it seem absurd to study this map?
But this is exactly what we do in the simple, recent proof of Theorem 2.2.5, which we haven't discussed in this article. The next paragraph gives a quick sketch-the nonexperts may wish to skip ahead to §4.2.
Let W ⊂ X be as in the statement of Theorem 2.2.5-that is W is the set of closed points in X = P n k , and hence U ∩ W ⊂ U the set of closed points in U = A n k . The recent proof of Theorem 2.2.5 hinges on the observation that the functor Γ U ∩W takes the map ψ above to an isomorphism. In Example 2.2.4 we told the reader how to compute Γ W f × O Y , and the analogous recipe gives that Γ U ∩W Lu * f × O Ytwo subjects are truly one and the same. In fact: checking the details, that is verifying that the maps defined in the two theories agree, is often nontrivial. Just ask Lipmanhe's probably the person who has tried hardest.
To put it in a nutshell: the story isn't that hundreds of people were feverishly working away at the problem, and this multitude overlooked the obvious for twenty-some years. What actually transpired is that at most a dozen of us were still studying foundational questions, half of us were exploring what turned out to be the wrong continent, and the solution, when it ultimately came, scored pretty high on the weirdness scale.
4.3.
What finally woke us up. Back to the recent progress: the stimulus which, at long last, nudged us into probing in the right direction came from the work of Avramov and Iyengar [7] , and later Avramov, Iyengar, Lipman and Nayak [8] . They discovered puzzling formulas, and since then there has been a proliferation-the reader can find increasingly general formulas in [27, 43] . Let us present one example. Suppose we are given composable morphisms of schemes U . The formula we happened to choose says that, for any N ∈ D(R),
where S e = S ⊗ R S. Where on earth did this come from?
The original presentation, in the articles [7, 8] , touted the left-hand-side as a great simplification of the right-hand-side. Even the name given to the formulas-the "Reduction Formulas"-reflects this perspective. The formulas were first proved using the full strength of the existing theory of Grothendieck duality. It was not until [27] that we came up with an elementary proof of the formulas 8 , and not until [47] that the right-hand-side became a computational tool for working out what's on the left.
What can I say: we were slow to see the light.
Future directions
For the last three decades Grothendieck duality has been a small, niche subject, with only a handful of dedicated practitioners. Granted that, the reader might well wonder what this section could possibly be about. What conceivable future can there be in a moribund, small field, long abandoned by the hordes? 7 The flatness of f u isn't crucial, it suffices for f u to be of finite Tor-dimension-the formula still holds, it is a special case of Avramov, Iyengar, Lipman and Nayak [8, (4.6.1) ]. But in the finite-Tor-dimension generality we don't have a proof that's elementary. We will return to this in Problem 5.2.3.
8 As exposed in [27] the proof doesn't seem elementary-the article [27] was written for an expert audience. But the formula is a minor variant of Reduction 3.2.8 and, as presented in this document, the proof is manifestly elementary. And the truth is that, modulo peeling away the generality in [27] and dusting off superfluous fluff, the proof here is identical to the proof there.
There are two customary causes for the waning of a subject: it may die because the important questions have all been satisfactorily answered, or else because it hits a brick wall, and no one has any idea how to advance. In both cases a rebirth is possible, but it takes something of an earthquake. There needs to be a startling new development, a major new insight, or vital new questions that come up.
Grothendieck duality is an example of a subject that died because people got stuckthere were plenty of simple, natural questions left, but no really good ideas on how to tackle them. When we view the recent progress against this background, it can only be a matter of time before the field picks up again-if nothing else, the developments offer a radically new slant on the what's known. In this section we will sketch some of the obvious problems that now seem within reach. But before the open questions we need to brush up on facts that are known but haven't been covered yet-until now we have made a conscious effort to be minimal in our use of category theory, if a category or a functor was dispensable we omitted it.
5.1. Assorted background material. We have told the reader how to compute the functor f × when f is smooth and proper. There is another classical situation in which the computation of f × is understood, let us recall.
Remark 5.1.1. The category D qc (X) is monoidal, it has a tensor product. This tensor product has a right adjoint: there is a functor RHom Dqc(X) (−, ?) and an isomorphism, natural in everything in sight,
One way to construct it is to fix B and note that, since the functor (−) ⊗ L B respects coproducts, Brown representability gives a right adjoint RHom Dqc(X) (B, −). Now let f : X −→ Y be a morphism of schemes and suppose A, C are objects of D qc (Y ). We remind the reader of the following string of isomorphisms
where the second isomorphism is because O X is the unit of the tensor, the fourth comes from the projection formula, and the others are all by adjunction. Yoneda tells us that we have produced an isomorphism, natural in C,
When f is an affine morphism this looks great-after all for an affine morphism f the functor Rf * is informative, especially when we view it as a functor from D qc (X) to
The problem is that, in general, the expression RHom Dqc(Y ) (Rf * O X , C) isn't overly computable. What is frequently far more amenable to calculation is the related object RHom D(Y ) (Rf * O X , C). That is: we compute the internal Hom not in the category D qc (Y ) but in the larger category D(Y ), whose objects are all cochain complexes of sheaves of O Y -modules. This functor has the property that the cohomology sheaves
This comes with obvious restriction maps, elevating the construction to a presheaf of O Y -modules on Y . And the sheaf H i RHom D(Y ) (Rf * O X , C) turns out to be the sheafification of this presheaf. Unfortunately in order to pass, from the computable
, one has to "quasicoherate"-not the world's most transparent process.
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There are cases where the computable Hom already has quasicoherent cohomology, in which case the two functors agree and the quasicoherator does nothing. Since we're making the assumption that f is an affine map [this is the case in which the computation of Rf * f × C will carry useful information about f × C], what is relevant for us is that
is given by the more computable expression if one of the conditions below holds: (i) f is finite and C is bounded below.
(ii) f is finite and of finite Tor-dimension, and C is arbitrary.
There isn't a whole lot more concrete computational knowledge about f × : in the body of the article we told the reader what is known when f is smooth and proper, and Remark 5.1.1 tells us some more when f is a finite map, possibly of finite Tor-dimension. Nevertheless one can use these (admittedly limited) pieces of information to deduce useful facts. But for this it helps to know another functor, a close cousin of f × . Before we introduce it, a reminder might help.
In Reduction 3.2.8 we met the following situation: we were given composable mor- 
is cartesian, hence it has a base-change map Φ : u × −→ Lu * as in Construction 3.1.3. The recent discoveries can be summarized as saying (i) The induced map Φf × : u × f × −→ Lu * f × is independent of the factorization, and gives an unambiguous map g × −→ g ! . The construction taking g to g ! yields a 2-functor we will denote (−) ! -in other words there is a compatibility with composition. And the map g × −→ g ! is compatible too, it is a morphism of 2-functors ψ : (−) × −→ (−) ! with many reasonable naturality properties. The reader can find this worked out in [27] , and in greater generality in [42] . (ii) There are interesting situations in which some natural functor Γ takes ψ(g) : g × −→ g ! to an isomorphism. We have encountered two example, namely 3.2.8.1 and Sketch 4.1.1. For the general theory see [27, 42] .
Application 5.1.3. Suppose f : X −→ Y is proper. Using the 2-functor (−) ! one can prove the following
is the full subcategory of all objects with coherent cohomology sheaves, which vanish in sufficiently negative degrees. Now suppose f is not only proper, but also of finite Tor-dimension. Then
is the full subcategory of complexes with bounded, coherent cohomology sheaves. Thus if f is proper the adjoint pair Rf * :
. When f is not only proper but also of finite Tor-dimension, we also have adjoint pairs Rf * :
. And the proofs of (i), (ii) and (iii) go as follows: the assertions are local in X, hence it suffices to show that, for u : U −→ X an open immersion from a (sufficiently small) open affine subset, the map Lu * f × = (f u) ! satisfies the properties. But (−) ! is a 2-functor. We are allowed to factor f u in some other way, for example as a composite f u = ghk, and if we choose our factorization wisely then (f u) ! = k ! h ! g ! might be more computable. For example g, h, k might fall into the classes where we understand (−) ! : open immersions, maps that are smooth and proper, and finite morphisms (possibly of finite Tor-dimension). For details the reader is referred to [43, Lemma 3.12 and its proof] .
Thus the abstract nonsense approach does recover "coherent duality" as it was traditionally understood-meaning about complexes with coherent cohomology. The reader might also wonder about the relation of (for example) the categories D b coh (X) and D b (coh/X). The relation is well-understood by now, but falls outside the scope of Grothendieck duality-it isn't about the functors f × or f ! , it's a formal question about the interplay among the myriad derived categories one can associate to a single scheme X. We leave this out of the survey-we've barely started Section 5, and we've already been bombarded with a hail of new categories and functors. 
We have already mentioned that, for general f , the existence of the right adjoint f × for the functor Rf * was first proved in Deligne [16] . The article [16] notes that f × agrees with f ! for proper f , and for non-proper f Deligne dismisses f × as too undeserving even to be graced with a name, a functor that doesn't lend itself to calculation. For non-proper f the functor f × was deemed worthless and consigned to the trash heap of obscurity, until the 1990s it remained nameless.
Until the 1980s, the Deligne-Verdier approach to Grothendieck duality existed only as an offhand aside in Verdier [63] , a remark saying such a theory should be possible. No one took the trouble to check the details. Lipman plunged into this project sometime in the late 1980s-it took him the best part of two decades, and the outcome was the book [32] . In his development of the subject Lipman chose not to ignore the right adjoint of Rf * when f isn't proper. He brushed off Deligne's disparaging appraisal of this functor-he christened 10 it f × , and then went on to study its properties. 10 The drawback of Lipman's notation is that, when handwritten, the symbol f × is barely distinguishable from f * . This renders it a calligraphic challenge to give blackboard talks in the subject. For the sake of historical accuracy: the fact that f ! takes dualizing complexes to dualizing complexes goes all the way back to the dawn of the theory. The concept of rigid dualizing complexes started with Van den Bergh [62] . The formulation given here follows Lipman's reworking of Van den Bergh's result. And Yekutieli and Zhang [73, 74, 75, 76] pursued this in depth, it was their contribution to simplifying and extending the Grothendieck approach to the subject.
In other words: in an alternative universe, a survey of the field would begin with rigid dualizing complexes and build up from there. It just so happens that the Deligne-Verdier angle on the subject was the first to achieve the status of satisfactorily cleaning up the foundations.
Reminder 5.1.7. We should also remind the reader that there is an interesting noncommutative version. Since I'm not quite sure what a general noncommutative scheme should be, I will confine the discussion to affine noncommutative schemes.
Let R be a noetherian, commutative ring and let S be a flat, finitely generated, associative R-algebra which is right and left noetherian (but not necessarily commutative). Set S e = S ⊗ R S. Following Yekutieli [66] , a dualizing complex is an object D ∈ D(S e ) such that the functor RHom(−, D) yields an equivalence of categories
The paper [66] goes on to study the graded situation and produce some examples of dualizing complexes. If S is commutative then dualizing complexes in D(S e ), in Yekutieli's sense, can be shown to agree with dualizing complexes in D b coh Spec(S) , as recalled in Reminder 5.1.6(i). Following Van den Bergh [62] , the dualizing complex D ∈ D(S e ) is R-rigid if it comes together with an isomorphism
If R is a field, and S has a filtration whose associated graded ring is commutative and finitely generated as an R-algebra, then [62] cleverly shows that a rigid dualizing complex exists. When S is commutative then an R-rigid dualizing complexes in D(S e ), in Van den Bergh's sense, can be shown to agree with the Spec(R)-rigid dualizing complex in D b coh Spec(S) , as recalled in Reminder 5.1.6(ii). There has been literature pursuing this further, for a couple of early papers the reader is referred to Yekutieli and Zhang [71, 72] . But it's now high time to move on to the open problems.
5.2.
Foundational questions. And now we are ready to state the first open question. This one is based not on the very recent work, it derives from the formulas of Avramov and Iyengar [7, 8] that finally opened our eyes. Fittingly the first open question is about noncommutative algebraic geometry, which is unquestionably a hot field nowadays.
Problem 5.2.1. Let g : k −→ R be any finite-type, flat homomorphism of noetherian, commutative rings. Let the relation between the rings R and S be as in Reminder 5.1.7, meaning S is an R-algebra satisfying all the hypotheses of Reminder 5. 1.7 
We should remark that, if S is commutative, this follows from the isomophism
of the Reduction Formula, which we met in §4.3, coupled with Reminder 5.1.6(iii). But we don't yet understand the theory well enough to have a simple, direct proof of Reminder 5.1.6(iii) in the affine (commutative) case, hence have no idea if the result can be extended to the noncommutative context.
We should note that the case k = R is already interesting. In fact let us confine ourselves to the case where the ring k = R is Gorenstein; in this case it is known that R ∈ D(R-mod) is an R-rigid dualizing complex, and the question specializes to: is S ⊗ L S e RHom R (S, S) an R-rigid dualizing complex in D(S e -mod)? The reader should note that, in the noncommutative setting, R-rigid dualizing complexes are known to exist only when R is a field, in particular the existence results to date all assume equal characteristic. 
From the Reduction Formula of Avramov, Iyengar, Lipman and Nayak [8, (4.1.1)] we have that, as long as k is regular and finite dimensional and S is commutative, the two notions of rigidity agree.
Question 1: Do the two notions coincide when S isn't commutative? Question 2, assuming the notions are different:
The third foundational problem is about a derived stack version of the theory-as it happens derived stacks are also much in vogue nowadays.
Problem 5.2.3. In many of the theorems we had to assume flatness, or at the very minimum finite Tor-dimension. The modern way to get around this is to work in the setting of derived algebraic geometry.
Question: is there an incarnation of the theory in derived algebraic geometry?
The Yekutieli school was the first to successfully employ DG methods in Grothendieck duality: see Yekutieli and Zhang [70, 75, 76] , Yekutieli [68, survey] , and more recently Shaul [57] . The Lipman school, inspired by the successes of the Yekutieli school, followed suit: the affine case of the Reduction Formulas, of Avramov and Iyengar, does extend from the flat case presented in §4.3 to the case where the map R −→ S is of finite Tordimension. The proof given in Avramov, Iyengar, Lipman and Nayak [8, Section 4] goes by way of differential graded algebras. See also [6] for further instances, of the Lipman school exploiting the DG methods introduced by Yekutieli and Zhang.
For some planned future projects see Yekutieli [64] . Lipman is also interested in pursuing further the methods of derived algebraic geometry-he has been working his way through Lurie's book [37] -but I'm not aware of any manuscripts yet. In any case: at this point the subject is in its infancy, all are welcome to join in. 
Computational problems.
In the previous section we sketched three foundational problems, about extending the theory to noncommutative and to derived algebraic geometry-both of which are "in" fields nowadays.
Let us now return to more classical problems. In the old, traditional world of ordinary, commutative algebraic geometry the foundations of Grothendieck duality have reached a reasonably satisfactory state. It is feasible to introduce the players and describe the relations among them in what could plausibly be called a short space, and it is possible to do so in such a way that the traditional computations become transparent and brief.
But the problem is that the traditional computations are limited. Let us assume f : X −→ Y proper and of finite Tor-dimension, in which case Remark 2.1.6 allows us to reduce the problem to computing f × O Y and the map ε :
The classical literature gives us a good understanding in the case where f is smooth, and an understanding of some sort in situations that are easily reduced to the smooth case, for example when f is Cohen-Macauley. Beyond that, what's known is not all that useful.
As it happens Nayak and Sastry are in the process of writing up a comprehensive account of what is known about the computations. Before long there will be a manuscript containing everything that has been figured out so far-it will be valuable to have it all assembled in one place and the connections worked out. Once the document is ready the interested reader will be able to see, in print and in detail, just how paltry our understanding really is.
Remark 5.3.1. The last paragraphs should not be interpreted as belittling the traditional case of Grothendieck duality, the special case where f : X −→ Y is smooth and proper-this classical situation is already fascinating and has spawned a rich literature spanning many decades. Specializing further, assume that Y = Spec(k) is a point and f : X −→ Y is smooth, proper and of relative dimension 1, and we find ourselves in ancient territory-we're in the well-understood case of duality for curves. The reader can find an excellent exposition of the old approaches in Serre [54, pp. 25-34 and pp. 76-81] , and [as far as the author knows] the cleverest, most recent idea is already five decades old, see Tate [58] . The case where Y = Spec(k) is still a point, f : X −→ Y is still smooth and proper, but the relative dimension is arbitrary is classical Serre duality, the reader is referred to Serre [53] , and also to the sketch presented in Section 2.3. In Beȋlinson [11] we learn how to generalize Tate's clever trick to higher dimension.
If k = C then X is a smooth, compact Kähler manifold, and the Hodge decomposition theorem identifies H n (Ω n X ) = Rf * Ω n X [n] with H n,n (X) ∼ = H 2n (X, C) ∼ = C, where the last isomorphism is by Poincaré duality. We would therefore expect to be able to understand the residue map from this perspective too. The reader can find this explored in Harvey [20] , Tong [61] , and more recently in Sastry and Tong [52] . Now let us return to the generality of the relative case: that is f : X −→ Y is assumed smooth and proper but Y is an arbitrary noetherian scheme. We know, from the results surveyed in this article, that f × O Y is canonically isomorphic to Ω n X/Y [n], and that the counit of adjunction ε : Rf * f × O Y −→ O Y is determined by the map taking a relative meromorphic n-form to its residue. In this article we presented a very recent approach to these theorems, we should say something about the older methods-after all understanding the relationship of the old tack with the new might well prove fruitful and illuminating.
The first issue is that all the data must be compatible with composition. That is:
are composable morphisms of schemes, both of which are smooth and proper, then the composite is smooth and proper and we have a string of canonical isomorphisms
The reader might wonder whether the composite is the obvious isomorphism-not sursprisingly the answer turns out to be Yes, see Lipman and Sastry [36] . Furthermore the counits of adjunction must be compatible. We have a counit of adjunction ε(gf ) :
which must agree with the composite
Rewriting this in terms the string of canonical isomorphisms above yields a diagram which must commute
/ / O Z and the commutativity can be interpreted as a compatibility condition on the residue maps.
In the previous paragraph we learned that the counit of adjunction ε : Rf * Ω n X/Y [n] −→ O Y , and hence the closely related residue map ρ : Rf * Γ W Ω n X/Y [n] −→ O Y , must be compatible with composition. It's even easier to see that ρ must be compatible with flat base change. For the purpose of computations, the compatibility with flat base change allows us to assume that Y = Spec(R) is affine-and if it helps we may even assume that R is a (strictly) henselian or even a complete local ring. Grothendieck's GFGA result [18, Théorème 5.1.4] allows us to replace X by its formal completion, and for some time now the experts have been pursuing the idea that doing so might lead to a better understanding of ρ. For a more extensive treatment the reader is referred to the forthcoming article by Nayak and Sastry; but see also Alonso, Jeremías and Lipman [1, 2] , Lipman Nayak and Sastry [33] , Nayak [39] , Nayak and Sastry [41] and Sastry [51] . There is some literature: the reader might wish to look at Huang [23, 24] , Kersken [28] , Paršin [48] and Yekutieli [67] (see also the appendix by Sastry).
Problem 5.3.3. Now put the recent results at center stage-they should allow us to go further with the computations. At least when f is flat, we have a simple and explicit formula for f ! . The generalization of Reduction 3.2.8 gives an isomorphism f ! = Lδ * π × Lf * , where δ : X −→ X × Y X is the diagonal map and π : X × Y X −→ X is the (second) projection. Any colocalization c : Γ −→ id, where Γ takes the map ψ : f × −→ f ! to an isomorphism, will permit us to form the composite Rf * Γf ! Rf * (Γψ) −1 / / Rf * Γf × Rf * cf × / / Rf * f × ε / / id which should be computable, at least in the special case where X and Y are affine. For suitable choices, of the colocalization c : Γ −→ id, the composite should deliver useful information about ε-and those of us competent to carry out the computations should be able to learn much more about the map ε : Rf * f × −→ id.
The computations will involve Hochschild homology and cohomology-terms like S⊗ S e RHom R S, S ⊗ R N are bound to appear. Fortunately the world is full of experts in Hochschild homology and cohomology, and once they take an interest they will undoubtedly be able to move these computations much further than the handful of us, the few people who have been working on Grothendieck duality. Let's face it: in our tiny group none is adept at handling the Hochschild machinery. The Hochschild experts should feel invited to move right in. So much for abstract nonsense. Concretely we propose to compute what the functor RHom Dqc(C) (−, L) does to the morphism O C −→ Ru * O U , and then apply Lu * . Now the map O C −→ Ru * O U = u * O U is the direct limit, as n → ∞, of the maps O C −→ O C (np). This means that, in the derived category D qc (C), we need to compute the homotopy inverse limit of the sequence L(−np) −→ L. This is what we will now do.
Let R = O C,p , that is the stalk at p of the structure sheaf O C . Let m ⊂ R be the maximal ideal. For each n we have a triangle
and taking homotopy inverse limits over n will yield a triangle. In general I find homotopy inverse limits difficult, but in the case of the inverse system L ⊗ R/m n it isn't so bad. Let us first take the homotopy inverse limit in the category D(C), where we allow all complexes of sheaves of O C -modules-not only ones with quasicoherent cohomology, see Remark 5.1.1 for a discussion. Let i : p −→ C be the inclusion of p; we turn it into a map of ringed spaces by giving p the structure sheaf R. The functor i * (extension by zero) is exact, and has an exact left adjoint-the functor taking a sheaf to its stalk at p. Hence the induced functor i * : D(p) −→ D(C) respects products and therefore homotopy inverse limits. Thus the homotopy inverse limit of the system L ⊗ R/m n can be computed in D(p), and it comes down to the sheaf L ⊗ i * R, the extension by zero of the completion of the stalk at p of L.
This sheaf is manifestly not quasicoherent-to compute the homotopy inverse limit in the category D qc (C) we need to derived quasicoherate. That is: we replace by an injective resolution and then quasicoherate. The injective resolution is easy enough: if K is the quotient field of R and K its m-adic completion (i.e. the quotient field of R), then an injective resolution of R as an R-module is given by K −→ K/ R, and i * K −→ i * K/ R] is an injective resolution of i * R in the category of sheaves of O C -modules. The module i * K/ R] is quasicoherent as it stands, and the quasicoherator takes i * K to the constant sheaf K. The morphism L −→ Holim ✛ (L ⊗ R/m n ) becomes identified with the cochain map 0
Applying the functor Lu * = u * , that it restricting to U ⊂ C, kills the sheaf i * K/ R].
We deduce the map of cochain complexes
And the map u × L −→ Lu * L is obtained by completing the triangle, it is the cochain map L . The bad way to see this is as follows: both are injective S-modules, and the indecomposable injectives have the same multiplicity on both sides, see [46] . But in the case where L is the canonical bundle Ω 1 C we know there is a canonical isomorphism. If f : C −→ Spec(k) is the projection to a point, then f × k ∼ = Ω 1 C [1] canonically, hence
where the isomorphisms are all canonical.
